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1. Overview
1.1. Descriptive full-text title
Synaptogenesis and neurite maturation assay in rat primary cortical neurons.

1.2. Abstract
Synaptogenesis is a critical process in nervous system development whereby neurons
establish specialized contact sites which facilitate neurotransmission. Early life exposure to
chemicals can result in persistent deficits in nervous system function at later life stages. These
effects are often the result of abnormal development of synapses. The synaptogenesis and
neurite maturation assay apply automated high content image analysis (HCA) technology to
examining synapse formation in rodent primary mixed cortical cultures. During the first 15 days
in vitro (DIV) cortical neurons develop a network of polarized neurites (i.e., axons and
dendrites) and expression of the pre-synaptic protein synapsin increase over time. The
localization of punctate synapsin protein in close apposition to dendrites also increased,
indicating an increase in synapse formation. According to the readiness criteria as published
by Bal-Price et al. (2018) the network formation assay obtained the readiness score A.
Assay summary:
toxicological target

→ developing brain

test system

→ primary cortical cells from postnatal day 0 rat

readout(s)

→ Neurite count, neurite length, cell body spot
count, NeuriteSpotCountPerNeuron, synapse
count, NeuriteSpotCountPerNeuriteLength,
neuron count

biological process(es)

→ synaptogenesis, neurite maturation
viability, cytotoxicity

(human) adverse outcome(s)

→ cognitive dysfunction

hazard(s)

→ adverse effect on synapse formation

endpoint of current regulatory studies

→ no

validation/evaluation

→ readiness analysis
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2. General information
2.1. Name of test method
Rat Cortical Synaptogenesis and Neurite Maturation Assay

2.2. Version number and date of deposition
20220103_v1.1

2.3. Summary of introduced changes in comparison to previous version(s)
“original version”

2.4. Assigned data base name
ToxCast invitro database assay identification: MUNDY_HCI_Cortical_Synap&Neur_Matur

2.5. Name and acronym of the test depositor
United States Environmental Protection Agency

2.6. Name and email of contact person
Tim Shafer (shafer.tim@epa.gov)

2.7. Name of further persons involved
Joshua Harrill (Harrill.josh@ep.gov)

2.8. Reference to additional files of relevance
Number of supporting files:
1. Standard Operation Procedure (Appendix A)

3. Description of general features of the test system source
3.1. Supply of source cells
Rat primary cortical neurons prepared from PND 0 pups. Pregnant dams are supplied by
Charles River Laboratories; delivered to the US EPA facility on GD16 and held in animal
colonies until they give birth.

3.2. Overview of cell source component(s)
Primary rat cortical cultures are prepared on site from the neocortex dissected from the CNS
of newborn (PND0) Long-Evans rat pups using a standard protocol (Appendix A). In a typical
culture, cells are isolated from the combined cortices of 3-5 pups, seeded onto a Poly-L-Lysine
coated 96-well plate at a density of 10,000 cells/well and are allowed 2 hours to attach. The
cells are maintained in a humidified incubator at 37°C and 5% CO2. Sex of pups is not
determined, and cultures are presumed to consist of a mixture of male and female pups since
multiple pups are used for each culture.
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3.3. Characterization and definition of source cells
Primary cortical cultures consist of a mixture of glutamatergic and gabaergic neurons, as well
as glial cells (oligodendrocytes and a few microglia) as characterized by immunocytochemistry
and functional responses to pharmacological agents. (Freudenrich and Mundy, 2000;
McConnell et al., 2011; Frank et al., 2017).

3.4. Acceptance criteria for source cell population
Before plating the cells, the following criteria must be fulfilled:
• The rat pups used for cortical culture must be less than one day old, preferably
newborn.
• Minimum cell viability of 85% verified by trypan blue dye exclusion.
• Cell cultures examined under the microscope and are free of microorganisms.
Each time medium is prepared, a 1.0 mL sample is placed onto a sterility plate and incubated
at 37°C. Sterility plates are checked daily for contamination and contaminated cell cultures
should not be used. Media color changes may indicate contamination or improper CO2 levels

3.5. Variability and troubleshooting of source cells
Some variability is inherent in the system since new cultures are made from different animals
for each preparation and hence assay. This would reflect normal biological variation. In
addition, during the plating process, cells will randomly distribute and attache to the bottom of
the MEA plate and this will result in random differences in the networks formed, which may
contribute to variability.
Serum-free media which reduces variability due to differences in the content of growth
factors and other critical nutrients found in serum.
Each time medium is prepared, a 1.0 mL sample is placed into a plate and incubated at 37ºC
to test for sterility. It is strongly recommended that media be made at least 2 days before use.
If the media becomes purple or yellow, examine the plate for contamination. When the media
is cloudy, this indicates contamination by some microorganism and the media should be
discarded. If the media is bright pink to purple but no cloudiness is present, this may indicate
a possible problem with the CO2 level in the incubator. Examine other cultures in the
incubator for color changes and measure the CO2 level in the incubator with
the Fyrite. The plate may also be examined under the microscope for microorganisms.
Critical consumable
The cultivation medium is supplemented with B27. The cultivation medium should be
discarded 7 days after addition of the B27 supplement.
The cell culture procedure employs a cortical buffer for digestion, consisting of 137 mM NaCl,
5 mM KCl, 170 µM Na2HPO4, 205 µM KH2PO4, 5 mM glucose, 59 mM sucrose, and 100
U/mL penicillin/0.1 mg/mL streptomycin (Gibco Cat# 1510-122). A cortical medium is used
during cell attachment, consisting of DMEM with GlutaMax (Gibco Cat# 1056-010), 10%
Horse Serum, heat inactivated (Gibco Cat. No. 26050-088), 10 mM HEPES, 100 U/mL
penicillin/0.1 mg/mL streptomycin. The final media used in the culture, NB/B27 media,
consists of 500ml Neurobasal-A Medium (1X, Gibco Cat# 10888), 10ml B-27 Supplement
(50X, Gibco 17504-044), 5 ml GlutaMax (100X, Gibco 35050-061), and 5 ml Pen-Strep
(Gibco Cat# 15140-122), pH adjusted to 7.4.
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3.6. Differentiation towards the final test system
Once plated, primary cortical neurons rapidly extend neurites. Given the proper growth
conditions, primary cortical neurons will develop extensive neurite networks containing both
axons and dendrites as well as synaptic connections (Figure 3.6.1). A stereotypic pattern of
neurite outgrowth is observed in primary cortical neurons prepared in dissociated culture. As
cortical neurons mature, not only do they undergo periods of extensive neurite outgrowth, the
neurites also differentiate into specialized neurite sub-populations: i.e. axons and dendrites.
Axons are comparative smaller caliber neurites whose rapid growth phase initiates prior to
the growth and differentiation of dendrites. In primary cortical cultures, axons growth rapidly,
branch extensively and form dense complex axon networks through the culture. Dendrites
are comparative larger caliber neurites whose growth phase initiates after the onset of rapid
axonal growth. Maturing cortical dendrites can have proximal to distal tapered appearance a
branched appearance.
In addition to difference in the morphology of axon and dendrites, certain cytoskeletal
and microtubule associated proteins can be used to distinguish axons from dendrites in
maturing and mature cultures. The low molecular weight microtubule associated protein tau,
as well as some forms of phosphorylated neurofilaments are selective expressed in axons. In
contrast, the high molecular weight microtubule associated protein MAP2 is selectively
expressed in dendrites and neuronal cell bodies. The cytoskeletal protein βIII-tubulin is
expressed in both axons and dendrites as well as in neuronal cell bodies. Previous studies in
the literature have used the cytoplasmic localization of these proteins to distinguish axons
from dendrites. Expression of both pre-synaptic proteins, such as synaptophysin, vGLUT1
(excitatory synaptic vesicle protein) and vGAT (inhibitory synaptic vesicle protein) are also
observed in close proximity to MAP2 (to label dendrites) and the post-synaptic protein,
PSD95 (Harrill et al., 2011; 2015), indicating the formation of anatomical synapses. Typically,
the cultures show an ontogeny of activity that occurs rapidly in the first 12-14 days in vitro
(DIV) and then becomes more stable in terms of the network activity thereafter (see Cotterill
et al., 2016). Establishment of synchronous activity across the network indicates the
formation of functional synapses.

Excitatory
Neuron

Astrocyte

Inhibitatory
Neuron

Neurites

Axon

Dendrites

IMMATURE
(DIV 0-1)

NEURITE INITIATION
(DIV 1-3)

POLARIZATION
(DIV 3-7)

SYNAPTOGENESIS
(DIV 7-12)

NO ACTIVITY
(DIV 1-3)

Figure 3.6.1. Schematic representation of the development of cortical cultures (upper panels) over days in vitro
(DIV). This illustrates the major cell types in the culture and the morphological changes (neurite initiation,
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polarization and synaptogenesis. Lower panels: Raster plots illustrating the development of network activity in
neuronal cultures over 12 DIV. Control (non-treated) wells from DIV 5, 7, 9, and 12 are shown. In each panel, time
is on the x-axis and data from each electrode is plotted in rows on the y-axis. The naming convention is as
follows: “A1” indicates that the data are from well A1 of the plate, while 11, 12, 13, etc indicate the row and
column position, respectively, of the electrodes. A vertical “tick” mark indicates each event on that electrode that
exceeds the spike threshold (>8x root mean square noise levels). Heavier shading indicates groups of events
occurring closely in time (eg, bursts). The overall MFR (Hz) and no. Active Electrodes for each time point are
shown above each panel. Neuronal activity, bursting and coordinated activity (eg, simultaneous bursts on multiple
channels (eg, “network spikes”) increase with time.

3.7. Reference/link to maintenance culture protocol
EPA Operating Protocol NHEERL-H/ISTD/SBB/KAW/2017-01-r2 “Cortical cell culture”
(Available upon request: Email: Shafer.tim@epa.gov)

4. Definition of the test system as used in the method
4.1. Principles of the culture protocol
The Neurite Outgrowth assay uses 96-well microtiter plates for the duration of this procedure.
This culture was plated at a seeding density of 10,000 cells/well on a 96-well plate, prepared
as described in Appendix A. Cells were administered via a 90 µL media (DMEM + 10%
serum) drop directly onto each of the wells. After a 2-hour attachment period, the plating
media was removed and replaced with 90 uL of NeuroBasal media containing B27 and the
cells returned to the incubator.
This assay utilizes high-content imaging analysis. Following exposure (see section 5), cells
are fixed and nuclei (Hoechst 33342), synapses (synaptophysin) and dendrites (MAP2) are
stained using immunocytochemical approaches. Plates are then place in the Cellomics
ArrayScan VTi HCS Reader is used for automated image acquisition and analysis of
synaptogenesis. Bioapplications automatically analyze the images and determine the various
parameters reported in section 5.
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Figure 4.1.1 Morphological features of synaptogenesis. Schematic representation of primary cortical neurons and the
morphological features associated with synaptogenesis. Cell bodies are selected based on optimized geometric and
fluorescent intensity based parameters using the Bioaplications. Dendrites are separated from cell bodies based on a width
gating criteria. Total dendrite length is calculated by adding together the length of non-overlapping line segments (dotted
lines r–z). Punctate synapsin labeling is only quantified if it is close apposition to a MAP2 positive cell body or dendrite.

4.2. Acceptance criteria for assessing the test system at its start
As noted above, viability of cells should be 85% or greater at the time of plating. Cells will be
visually examined for attachment to the substrate, proper cell density, cell health, and any
signs of contamination. Some of these parameters are subjective but are based on the
experience and knowledge of the individual doing the assay

4.3. Acceptance criteria for the test system at the end of compound exposure
For data generated with the ArrayScan to be acceptable for use, a cellular endpoint-specific
chemical standard (sodium orthovanadate) will be used as an internal control in the culture
plate being used. For any particular endpoint, the chemical standard will be based on the
scientist’s expertise and understanding of the biology of the endpoint being measured and
endpoint-specific data from the literature. The effect of the chemical standard must be within
+/- 10% of the expected value (e.g. for an expected chemical result of a 50% change from
control, the value should be between 40 to 60 %) to be accepted. If the effect of the chemical
standard is outside of this range, the data from that particular culture plate will not be used.

4.4. Variability of the test system and troubleshooting
Sources of Variation:
Variability may be due to different numbers of male and female pups selected for each
culture. In addition, the random distribution of excitatory and inhibitory cells in the culture,
and their random location in each well may contribute to variability in the formation and
activity levels of the spontaneous networks that arise in each well.
The variability for the different endpoints is shown in 0 “Test Performance”.

4.5. Metabolic capacity of the test system
We have not extensively characterized the metabolic capacity of our primary cortical cultures.
mRNA expression of various Cyp enzymes are low on DIV 1, however, by DIV 14, mRNA for
Cyp 211c >> 4x1 > 2d4 > 1s1 > 1a1. Functional expression of these proteins has not been
confirmed (Shafer et al., 2015).

4.6. Other metabolic pathways are not characterized. Omics characterization
of the test system
Omic characterization of the test system has not been conducted to date.

4.7. Features of the test system that reflect the in vivo tissue
Cell model reflects the following in vivo tissue features:
•
•

Presence of excitatory glutamatergic neurons
Presence of inhibitory gabaergic neurons
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•
Presence of Glia (astrocytes, microglia)
•
A functional switch in GABAA receptor activation occurs between DIV 6 and 8,
wherein prior to this, activation of the receptor is excitatory and drives an increase in
intracellular calcium, whereas after this switch, activation of the receptor is inhibitory and
results in an influx of chloride ions into the cells.
•
Elaboration of neurites, with subsequent specialization into axons and dendrites
(Harrill et al., 2013)
•
Formation of synapses (Harrill et al., 2011)

4.8. Commercial and intellectual property rights aspects of cells
For primary cortical cells, N/A
The assay procedure as described above is nonproprietary. It contains some proprietary
materials, listed below, which the protocol is optimized for. Utilizing materials from other
providers may or may not necessitate changes to the procedure, including seeding density,
culture media, media change schedule, days in vitro prior to testing, etc. Reference/link to the
culture protocol

4.9. Reference/link to the culture protocol.
See section 3.7.

5. Test method exposure scheme and endpoints
5.1. Exposure scheme for toxicity testing
Synaptogenesis

Days in Vitro- compounds dosed on DIV7 post-plating

0

5

Plating and media
change

Adding Cytosine
Arabinoside

7
Dosing and Media
change

12
Fixation
15 and
Staining

Image analysis on
ArrayScan

Figure 5.1.1. Exposure scheme for the synaptogenesis assay. Cells are plated onto 96 well plates and allowed 2
hr for attachment to the substrate. At DIV 5, Cytosine Arabinoside (AraC) is added to arrest glial cell growth.
Chemicals are dosed and a media change is performed at DIV 7. Cells are fixed with 20% paraformaldehyde and
Hoechst Dye. Cells are stained using Millipore Mouse anti-MAP2MAB3418 (1:800) and Millipore Rabbit antiSynapsinAB1543P (1:250) primary antibodies and Alexa Fluor-488 goat anti-mouse and AlexaFluor-546 goat antirabbit secondary antibody to label neuronal cell nuclei, synapses and neurites. A Cellomics ArrayScan VTi HCS
Reader is used for automated image acquisition and analysis of neurite outgrowth

The assay is conducted as summarized in the plating scheme in Error! Reference source
not found..1.1. Cells are plated according to the protocol in Appendix A. Exposure to test
compounds starts at day in vitro (DIV) 7 of differentiation and is continued DIV 12 experiment
is terminated. Cells are fed with fresh medium at day 3 of differentiation (Error! Reference
source not found.). Therefore, half of the test condition solution (e.g. solvent control or
compound dilution) is replaced by freshly prepared test condition solution.

5.2. Endpoint(s) of the test method
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Table 5.2.1 Endpoints assayed in the synaptogenesis assay
Neurodevelopmental
Process

Neurite Maturation and
Synaptogenesis b

Assay Name
(Cell Type)

ACID

AEID

2707

2781

BPCount_loss

2702

2782

NeuriteCount_loss

2706

2783

NeuriteLength_loss

2705

2784

CellBodySpotCount_loss

2704

2785

NeuriteSpotCountPerNeur
on_loss

2703

2786

NeuriteSpotCountPerNeuri
teLength_loss

2701

2787

SynapseCount_loss

Endpoint Name

MUNDY_HCI_
Cortical_Synap&
Neur_Mature
(1° rat cortical
cultures)

2708

2788

NeuronCount_loss

Description
Morphology of MAP2 c
and synapsin labeled
neurons as measured
using automated
microscopy.
Measurements of
neurite length
(NeuriteLength), the
number of neurites
(NeuriteCount) and the
number of neurite
branch points
(BPCount) per cell are
calculated for each
assay well. Decreases in
any of these measures
are associated with
inhibition of neurite
maturation.
In addition, the number
of pre-synaptic puncta
in the cell body
compartment
(CellBodySpotCount)
and the neurite
compartment
(NeuriteSpotCountPerN
euron) are counted in
each assay well. The
number of cell body
and neurite-associated
puncta are combined to
calculate the total
number of synapses
(SynapseCount). The
number of neuriteassociated puncta are
also quantified per unit
length of neurite
measured
(NeuriteSpotCountPerN
euriteLength).
Decreases in any of
these features are
associated with
inhibition of
synaptogenesis.
The number of neurons
per well (NeuronCount)
is also measured.
Decreases in the
number of neurons per
well as compared to
control is indicative of
cytotoxicity.
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Neurodevelopmental
Assay Name
ACID
AEID
Endpoint Name
Description
Process
(Cell Type)
Endpoints are measured using high-content imaging (HCI). b The rat cortical neurite outgrowth and rat cortical neurite maturation
and synaptogenesis assays, respectively, are performed in the same in vitro cell model. However, the timing and duration of
chemical exposures differs across the respective assays in order to different phases of in vitro neuronal development. c MAP2 is a
cytoskeletal protein that localizes specifically to dendrites: i.e., specialized neurites that receive incoming signals from other neurons
in an integrated neuronal network. In primary rat cortical cultures, dendrites develop slower than axons and measurement of
dendritic morphology is an indicator of neurite maturation.

All endpoints are generated from the same experimental run and from each
well/sphere in the 96 well plate.

5.3. Overview of analytical method(s) to assess test endpoint(s)
Primary endpoints:
All primary and secondary endpoints are assessed based on an immunohistochemical
staining (ICC) images for each well. Forty-eight hours after chemical treatment cells were
fixed with warm (37°C) 4% paraformaldehyde containing 1.5 µg/ml Hoechst 33342 for 20
min followed by permeabilization and blocking steps. Cell bodies and neurites (axons and
dendrites) were labeled using a rabbit primary antibody for βIII-tubulin (Biolegend
802001, 1:800) followed by AlexaFluor 546 goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody
(Molecular Probes, 1:500). Well-level population averages were used as the statistical
unit of measure. Complete concentration-response curves for chemical effects on neurite
outgrowth and cell viability were generated within a 96-well plate using one well per
concentration. Experiments were repeated in triplicate on separate plates. All data were
normalized to the vehicle control wells within a plate.
Secondary endpoint:
The number of cells per field was used as an indicator of cell viability at the time of
fixation. Cellomics Neuronal Profiling BioApplication utilizes the BR3 and BR4 polarity
algorithms for this assay. The purpose of these algorithms is to selectively quantify axon
and dendrite lengths in primary cortical cultures during development. Quantitation is
based upon the differential labeling patterns observed using antibodies targeted against
synaptophysin and MAP2. The BR3 and BR4 algorithms are “paired protocols”, meaning
that images are captured and analyzed with one protocol (BR3) following by an off-line or
“disk-scan” with the second protocol (BR4). These algorithms are appropriate for use in
primary cortical cultures grown for 1 to 7 days in vitro at densities ranging from 2000 to
10,000 cells / well. Well-level population averages were used as the statistical unit of
measure. Complete concentration-response curves for chemical effects on neurite
outgrowth and cell viability were generated within a 96-well plate using one well per
concentration. Experiments were repeated in triplicate on separate plates. All data were
normalized to the vehicle control wells within a plate.

5.4. Technical details (of e.g. endpoint measurements)
A Cellomics ArrayScan VTi HCS Reader (Thermo Fisher Scientific) is used for automated
image acquisition and analysis of neurite outgrowth (Operating Procedure for High Content
Imaging of Neurite Outgrowth: OP-NHEERL-H/ISTD/SBB/TMF/2018-008-r1 Images are
acquired using a 20x Pan NeoFLUAR (NA = 0.4) objective with a solid state LED light
source, and an XF100 two channel dichroic filter set with excitation at 365(50) and 475(40)
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and emission at 535(45). Images are analyzed using the Cellomics Neuronal Profiling
BioApplication (version 4) to measure neurite morphology. Optimization of nuclear masking
and selection, cell body masking and selection, and neurite tracing parameters is performed
on untreated cultures at 48 h after initial plating. In each well, multiple unique fields-of-view
are acquired until at least 200 neurons are counted. Four morphological features are
quantified: 1) number of cells (neurons) per field, 2) total neurite length per neuron, 3)
number of neurites per neuron, and 4) number of neurite branch points per neuron. Neurites
are defined as processes > 10 μm in length. .

5.5. Endpoint-specific controls/mechanistic control compounds (MCC)
This assay was developed using the compounds in Table 5.5.1 that had previously been
demonstrated to inhibit neurite outgrowth in vitro (see Harrill et al., 2011 for details):
Table 5.5.1 Chemicals used as endpoint specific controls (From Harrill et al., 2011. See primary source for all
references in this table).

In the assay, each experimental plate is equipped with 8 wells of positive controls to
verify proper assay performance. Sodium Orthovanadate is used as a positive control
for neurite outgrowth at 10 µM for 3 wells at both concentrations for each plate.
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Figure 5.5.1. Plating Scheme. 9 compound concentration are plated in a serial dilution from lowest (left) to highest
(right) concentration. Positive control (Sodium Orthovanadate) and Solvent Control are plated at 3 replicates
each. Sodium Orthovanadate is dosed at 3 wells of 10 µM. Solvent control depends on the solvent of the
compound that was tested.

Secondary Endpoints:
Solvent controls (typically 0.1% DMSO) are run in triplicate wells on each plate, as indicated
in Figure 5.5.1.

5.6. Positive Controls
This assay has been evaluated against 53 compounds that have evidence of DNT in vitro
(Harrill et al., 2018). These 53 compounds were selected based on an evaluation of the
literature by Mundy et al., 2015). See Harrill et al., 2018 for details on the compounds
selected.

5.7. Negative and unspecific controls
The following compounds were used as negative/unspecific controls in the development of
this assay. They previously had been shown not to alter neurite outgrowth in vitro (see Harrill
et al., 2011 for details):
Saccharin sodium salt
Acetaminophen
Glyphosate
Dimethyl Phthalate
Amoxicillin
D-Sorbitol
The solvent control (SC) is used as negative control that is run on each experimental plate.
Each SC must be established by comparing the effect of the SC to the effect of the media
control. Established solvent controls show the same response as the media control. For each
96-well plate, 8 wells of in-plate solvent controls of 0.1% DMSO are run concurrently with
each row of chemicals.

5.8. Features relevant for cytotoxicity testing
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Primary cortical cultures are a multicellular system consisting of excitatory and inhibitory
neurons, glia (oligodendrocytes astrocytes) and a few microglia. The measurement of
cytotoxicity and viability therefore always represents all cells within the culture.
When using the Cellomics Neuronal Profiling BioApplication, Neuron count per valid field is
collected as a measure of cell viability by giving a measure of the quantification of live cells in
a given area.

5.9. Acceptance criteria for the test method
As stated previously, an image analysis protocol is used to automatically identify targeted
structures based on preassigned criteria. Changes in the number and length of young
outgrowths is quantified; see section 8.2 for criteria for hit calls. Each individual plate is
accessed for expected results based on previous experiment.
As with all cell-based experimentation, maintain proper sterile technique and good cell
maintenance practices. In plating cells, an aliquot is to be counted and assessed for viability.
If less than 85% of the cells are viable, the cells are not used. Wells in which erroneous
volumes of treatment compound are added should be discarded. Each time media is
prepared, a sterility test plate is prepared by placing at least one 1.0 mL sample of cell media
into the plate.
1 . Plates should be monitored for contamination throughout the experiment.
Contamination may be indicated by yellow and/or cloudy media. Contaminated wells
should be emptied of media and treated with a bleach solution. Any plate with
contaminated wells should be monitored more frequently and carefully as
contamination can often spread to multiple wells. Data from contaminated wells
should not be analyzed

5.10. Throughput estimate
The assay as described below is medium-to-high throughput. It uses a commercially
available line of primary cortical rat neurons, seeded on a 96-well plate. Each plate may
contain 8 test compounds at up to 11 concentrations, in addition to vehicle controls, assay
positive controls, and blanks. Cell cultures are exposed to chemicals for 48 hours prior to
fixation and analysis. Each experiment should be replicated on three separate plates from
the same culture preparation.

6. Handling details of the test method
6.1. Preparation/addition of test compounds
The experimental compounds were each prepared in stock solutions at 1000-fold
concentrations of 0.0003, 0.001, 0.003, 0.01, 0.03, 0.1, 0.3, 1.0, 3.0, 10, and 30 mM in DMSO,
ethanol, or double-distilled H2O (ddH2O) based on solubility. Training chemicals known to be
especially potent or to have low solubility at high concentrations were not prepared at high
concentrations. Chemicals that were known to be present in vivo at very high concentrations
were tested at the appropriate order of magnitude.
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Dosing solutions were prepared from each of these stocks by diluting 1/100 into Medium. In a
96 deep well plate, 5 µL of 1000X test chemical is diluted with 495 µL of Neuro Basal medium
with B27. Cells were exposed to chemicals 2 hours after planting by diluting a volume of the
10x dosing solution 1/10 into the wells of the 96-well plates. This results in a final vehicle
concentration (DMSO or water, depending on solubility of the compound) of 0.1%. The cells
were maintained in a humidified incubator at 37°C and 5% CO2¬. A typical experimental plate
layout is illustrated in Figure 6.1.
Stock solutions are aliquoted and stored at -20°C. Freeze/thaw cycles should be avoided with
compound stock solutions, therefore it is best to prepare an aliquot of stock solution to be
thawed and used once for each treatment.

6.2. Day-to-day documentation of test execution
A plate map for all three plates is created prior to plating cells. All data relevant to the rat
cortical neurite outgrowth assay is stored on an online OneNote notebook.

6.3. Practical phase of test compound exposure
All aspects of the experiment are recorded in an online OneNote laboratory notebook. This
includes any documentation of adherence to platemaps, potential errors, and any other
variable that may impact the assay and interpretation of results. Projects are typically
subjected to review by EPA Quality Assurance Managers.

6.4. Concentration settings
Nine compound concentrations are tested on each plate, with ½ log unit spacing between
concentrations (e.g. 10, 3, 1 uM, etc). Standard upper concentrations tested are either 100 or
30 uM, depending on the solubility of the compounds as well as the highest concentration
which can be provided in a stock solution from test set providers (e.g. EPA’s ToxCast
program)
Start concentrations and concentration ranges are defined based on the following factors:
-

toxicological relevance of the compound (i.e. internal human exposures, effects at
lowest concentrations)
concentration of stock compound in solutions provided by suppliers of chemical sets
(e.g. for EPA’s ToxCast library chemicals are typically supplied at 20 mM in DMSO).
the highest concentration of solvent (e.g. DMSO) that can be tolerated by the assay.
solubility of the compound (highest useable solvent concentration)

6.5. Uncertainties and troubleshooting
Problematic compounds:
- volatile compounds
- high lipophilicity (high KOW)
- low solubility in established solvents
- Fluorescent compounds (possible interfere with viability and cytotoxicity assay)
Critical handling steps:
- For compounds that may have some volatility, or to ensure against effects due to
evaporation of media, plate sealers may be used.
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-

Networks are sensitive to disruption and this can impact activity, therefore, when
manipulating plates at any step, care should be given to prevent jostling as much as
possible. Media and other solution changes should be done gently so as not to wash
cells off the bottom of the plate.

Sources of variation:
- Many of the steps performed in the Neurite Outgrowth assay are sensitive to pipetting
errors. Care should be taken to pipette slowly and steadily to prevent disrupting
attached cells.
- Immunocytochemical staining consists of multiple washing steps. Variation can be
caused by various aspiration and pipetting steps that are needed to perform staining.
Pipetting errors can also cause variation of dilution of antibodies and buffers.
Additionally, a slow, consistent aspiration should be used to prevent aspiration of
cells.
Known Pitfalls:
- Careful attention should be paid to the age of antibodies used for staining, as old
antibodies will yield poor results. Do not use antibodies after their expiration date and
store them according to the vendors instructions.

6.6. Detailed protocol (SOP)
Dosing: OP-NHEERL-H/ISTD/SBB/TMF/2018-004r1; Chemical exposure of cells in cell
culture plates. Immunostaining: OP-NHEERL/ISTD/SBB/TMF/2018-010-r2;
Immunocytochemistry on cells in 96 well plates. High Content imaging: High content imagingsynaptogenesis (Number to be assigned) (Available upon request; email:
Shafer.tim@epa.gov).

6.7. Special instrumentation
-

Incubator for cell culture
Cellomics® ArrayScan® VTI HCS Reader (ThermoFisher Scientific)
Multiplate reader for fluorescence measurement

6.8. Possible variations
Synaptogenesis can be quantified in rat hippocampal cells by similar approaches (Harrill et
al., 2015), and assays for synaptogenesis also are available for human IPS-derived neurons
(Pistolatto et al., 2020). However, assays in hippocampal and human IPS neurons have not
been evaluated as extensively as this protocol.

7. Data management
7.1. Raw data format
Image files (*.C01 files) are saved to a network drive. These files can be reanalyzed by reapplying the bioapplication software. The data extracted are saved to an network drive as
*.xls (excel) files, with 1 file containing all extracted feature values per experimental plate.
The original excel output files are saved for traceability of the data.

7.2. Outliers
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Mathematical procedures to define outliers are not applied. The tcpl curve fitting program
(Filer et al., 2017) is robust with respect to minimizing the impact of outliers.
Data points from wells where technical problems are known or obvious are retained in the
data file but are excluded from the analysis by marking them as "well quality 0".
Some example technical problems:
pipetting errors
contamination

7.3. Raw data processing to summary data
Bioapplication software analyze the image files and extract the relevant features (neurite
length, synaptic puncta, etc) and save these data as excel (*.xls) files. R scripts are used to
scrape the data from the *.xls files. Data are transformed to the “long” data format, with 1 row
for each well-feature pair.

7.4. Normalization, Curve fitting and BMC calculation
Data are analyzed using the ToxCast Pipeline (tcpl) approach as described by Filer et al.,
2017. A summary of techniques applied is in table 7.4
Table 7.4.1. Methods applied in tcpl for the rat cortical neurite outgrowth assay.
ToxCast Data
Pipeline Level
mc0: preprocessed data
input
mc1: mapping to
well and column
indexes
mc2:
transformation
mc3:
normalization
mc4: BMAD
calculation type
for curve-fitting
mc5: Hitcall and
potency
determination
mc6: caution flags
on fitting

HCI assays: Methods Applied
Data are raw input

Auto

No transformation
Baseline value (bval) was calculated as the median value for the vehicle control wells
(DMSO) on a by-plate basis; No positive control value was used in normalization
(pval=0); the response was calculated as percent of DMSO vehicle control.
An approximation of noise around the baseline signal, the baseline median absolute
deviation, was calculated based on the vehicle control wells on each plate.
The cutoff for a positive response was the greater of 30% or 3*BMAD.

Flags for single point hit at maximum concentration (6), flags for single point hit not at
the maximum concentration screened (7), inactives with multiple median responses
above baseline (8), noisy curves relative to the assay (10), actives with borderline
efficacy (11), inactives with borderline efficacy (12), low concentration gain-loss curvefits (15), possibly overfitting (16), hitcalls with less than 50% efficacy (17), model fits
with AC50 less than lowest concentration tested (18) were assigned to all; additionally
cell viability assays were assigned “viability gain-loss fit” (19)

7.5. Internal data storage
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Data collected from the Arrayscan VTI are saved as *.C01 files on a laboratory network drive.
This network drive resides on EPA servers which are backed up daily. As per US
Government regulations, these files will be maintained for at least 20 years.

7.6. Metadata
Metadata is saved in *.xlsx files, with 1 file for each group of 3 plates prepared on the same
date. R scripts are used to scrape the metadata from the files, merge the metadata with the
experimental data for each well, and save the result in a *.RData file.

7.7. Metadata file format
Metadata is saved in *.xlsx files.

8. Prediction model and toxicological application
8.1. Scientific principle, test purpose and relevance
During the development of the nervous systems, many processes occur to give rise to a
functional and healthy neural network and hence nervous system. These important
neurodevelopmental processes may be disrupted by potential toxicants, resulting in
developmental neurotoxicity. Among these processes is synaptogenesis, where individual
cells form close connections that allow for communication by chemical neurotransmitter.
These interconnections between groups of neurons give rise to networks of cells that connect
the nervous system together. This assay utilizes a high-content imaging solution to describe
synaptogenesis in a rat primary cell culture, via the immunocytochemical labelling of cell
bodies, neurites and presynaptic structures. An automated image analysis protocol is
employed to systematically identify targeted structures based on preassigned criteria.
Ultimately, changes in the number of synaptic connections are quantified and inhibition of
more than 30% results in a hit call. The assay is performed on a 96-well plate, allowing for a
medium-to-high throughput screening of chemicals.

8.2. Prediction model
The cutoff for a positive response in each assay endpoint is set as 3*BMAD or a 30% change
from DMSO controls, and compounds with treatment levels reaching this cutoff are then
subjected to curve fitting in tcpl, from which AC50 values are generated (see table 7.4). The
PM is based on a comparison between the AC50 value for the NOG-specific endpoint and
the AC50 value cytotoxicity/viability effect.
Thereby the following classifications apply:
“specific hit”: a threefold difference between the AC50 value for NOG endpoints and the
most potent cytotoxicity endpoint. Where no cytotoxicity endpoint had an AC50 value, then
the highest concentration tested is used.
“non-specific hit”: Less than a threefold difference exists between AC50 value for the NOGspecific endpoint and the most potent cytotoxicity AC50 value.
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It should be noted that there are other valid approaches to determining specificity. For
example, one could calculate the area under the curve of the specific endpoint that is below
the AC50 value for cytotoxicity.
“inactive”: the compound was active in NOG and cytotoxicity endpoints.

8.3. Prediction model setup
This assay was developed using a training set of chemicals (see Harrill et al., 2011), and
then further evaluated with a test set of chemicals that had 33 putative positive and 13
putative negative DNT chemicals (see Harrill et al., 2018). See sections below for additional
details.
All endpoints in this assay are fit in the down direction. For the viability endpoints, fitting in
the up direction (increased viability) is not logical since viability of controls is typically quite
high (>90%). The synaptogenesis parameters, can be fit in both the up and down direction.
However, to date, the vast majority of compounds tested cause decreases in these
parameters, which can be interpreted as decreased synapse formation, and for which we
have assay positive controls. Biological meaning of changes in the up direction (increased
synapse parameters) is difficult to interpret due to the lack of assay positive controls that alter
parameters in the up direction.

8.4. Test Performance
Table 8.4.1 summarizes the assay performance in terms of reproducibility of the assay, while
Table 8.4.2 summarizes performance of the assay in terms of median z’, median strictly
standardized mmmm deviation and median signal-to-noise (SN).
Table 8.4.1 Assay variability quantified as median, median absolute deviation (MAD) and coefficient of variance
(CV) of control wells.

ACID
2707
2706
2705
2702
2703
2708
2704
2701

Assay component name
MUNDY_HCI_Cortical_Synap&Neur_Matur_BPCount
MUNDY_HCI_Cortical_Synap&Neur_Matur_NeuriteCount
MUNDY_HCI_Cortical_Synap&Neur_Matur_NeuriteLength
MUNDY_HCI_Cortical_Synap&Neur_Matur_CellBodySpotCount
MUNDY_HCI_Cortical_Synap&Neur_Matur_NeuriteSpotCountPerNeuron
MUNDY_HCI_Cortical_Synap&Neur_Matur_SynapseCount
MUNDY_HCI_Cortical_Synap&Neur_Matur_NeuriteSpotCountPerNeuriteLength
MUNDY_HCI_Cortical_Synap&Neur_Matur_NeuronCount

Median
10.33
4.88
396.04
14.14
64.17
77.69
0.18
23.42

MAD
0.78
0.17
28.48
1.69
12.26
16.62
0.01
1.24

CV
7.39
3.66
9.41
13.91
16.24
16.56
8.24
5.41

Table 8.4.2 Assay performance
aeid

AENM

CHEM

DTXSID

CONC.(uM)

Z’

SSMD

SN

2782

CellBodySpotCount_loss

Bisindolylmaleimide I

DTXSID50157932

3.02

0

-1

-1.41

2784

NeuriteLength_loss

Bisindolylmaleimide I

DTXSID50157932

3.02

0.3

5

4.91

2785

NeuriteSpotCountPerNeuriteLength_loss

Bisindolylmaleimide I

DTXSID50157932

3.02

0

0

-0.01

2786

NeuriteSpotCountPerNeuron_loss

Bisindolylmaleimide I

DTXSID50157932

3.02

0.29

5

6.31

2787

NeuronCount_loss

Bisindolylmaleimide I

DTXSID50157932

3.02

0

-2

-2.88

2788

SynapseCount_loss

Bisindolylmaleimide I

DTXSID50157932

3.02

0.34

5

5.99

2781

BPCount_loss

Sodium orthovanadate

DTXSID2037269

10

0

3

5.14

2782

CellBodySpotCount_loss

Sodium orthovanadate

DTXSID2037269

3.02

0

0

0.62
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2783

NeuriteCount_loss

Sodium orthovanadate

DTXSID2037269

10

0

2

2.87

2784

NeuriteLength_loss

Sodium orthovanadate

DTXSID2037269

3.02

0

3

5.77

2785

NeuriteSpotCountPerNeuriteLength_loss

Sodium orthovanadate

DTXSID2037269

3.02

0

1

0.67

2786

NeuriteSpotCountPerNeuron_loss

Sodium orthovanadate

DTXSID2037269

3.02

0

2

1.95

2787

NeuronCount_loss

Sodium orthovanadate

DTXSID2037269

3.02

0

1

1.99

2788

SynapseCount_loss

Sodium orthovanadate

DTXSID2037269

3.02

0

1

1.28

Abbreviations: aeid=assay endpoint identification; AENM=assay endpoint name; CHEM=chemical;
DTXSID= Distributed Substance-Searchable Toxicity database (DSSTox) substance identifier;
CONC=concentration of tested CHEM in micromolar; Z’=z prime score; SSMD=strictly standardized
median deviation; SN=Signal to noise ratio.

8.5. In vitro – in vivo extrapolation (IVIVE)
To date, IVIVE has been based on the nominal concentration of test compound in the media
as information on the in vitro toxicokinetics are not well established. The bioactivity of the in
vitro DNT NAM data was transformed into administered equivalent doses (AEDs) using highthroughput toxicokinetic (HTTK) data and models following the principles of reverse
dosimetry (Bell et al., 2018; Sipes et al., 2017; Wambaugh et al., 2018; Wetmore et al.,
2012). This methodological approach, was used to compute an AED in units of milligram per
kilogram bodyweight per day (mg/kg/day) from the NAM-derived concentration at 50%
maximal activity (log10-AC50). The IVIVE approach relies on several high-level assumptions:
1) a nominal in vitro assay concentration approximates an in vivo plasma concentration that
would correspond to a similar effect; 2) in vivo plasma concentration can be approximated
based on steady-state kinetics; and, 3) a toxicokinetic model can be constructed using
estimates of species-specific physiology and Phase I and Phase II enzyme-driven hepatic
clearance. The HTTK information was built into the “httk” R package (version 2.0.3) (Pearce,
et al. 2017) which uses Monte Carlo simulation to incorporate population variability in the
model.

8.6. Applicability of test method
Toxicological application domain
To date, 176 unique compounds (as defined by unique DTXSIDs) have been tested
successfully in this assay. This includes the following compound classes:
Industrial chemicals
Pesticides and metabolites (e.g. oxons)
pharmaceuticals
metals and organometals
Biological application domain
Next to the endpoints represented by this test method there are several other necessary
neurodevelopmental endpoints which need to be studied using other test methods.
Neurodevelopmental processes not represented by this test method:
•
Neural Crest Cell (NCC) Migration
•
NPC apoptosis
•
Neural Rosette Formation
•
hiPSC-derived NPC proliferation
•
Network formation
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•
•
•
•
•

hiPSC-NPC neuronal differentiation Network formation
Neuronal subtype differentiation
Astrocyte Differentiation and Maturation
Astrocyte Reactivity
Microglia reactivity

For a complete assessment of developmental neurotoxicity, the test method needs to be part
of test battery.

8.7. Incorporation in test battery
To assess the hazard for developmental neurotoxicity it is recommended that this assay is
used as one assay in a battery of assay (see Error! Reference source not found.
“Applicability of test methods”)
For the assessment of chemical action on the endpoints represented by this test method, the
test method can be used as stand-alone test method.
The test method is currently used in the setup of a DNT test battery.

9. Publication/validation status
9.1. Availability of key publications
Key Publications concerning the test method are:
Harrill JA, Robinette BL, Mundy WR. Use of high content image analysis to detect chemicalinduced changes in synaptogenesis in vitro. Toxicol In Vitro. 2011 Feb;25(1):368-87.
doi: 10.1016/j.tiv.2010.10.011.
Harrill JA, Freudenrich T, Wallace K, Ball K, Shafer TJ, Mundy WR. Testing for
developmental neurotoxicity using a battery of in vitro assays for key cellular events in
neurodevelopment. Toxicol Appl Pharmacol. 2018 Sep 1;354:24-39.

9.2. Potential linkage to AOPs
This assay can be linked to Key Event #385 “Decreased Synaptogenesis” in the AOP Wiki
database. This KE is found in two AOPs, both related to neurodevelopment:
Chronic binding of antagonist to N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors (NMDARs) during
brain development induces impairment of learning and memory abilities
Inhibition of Na+/I- symporter (NIS) leads to learning and memory impairment

9.3. Steps towards mechanistic validation
a) Information demonstrating how the test system is biologically relevant to humans in terms
of cell types, signaling pathways, etc
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Formation of synapses during development is a process that is highly conserved
across all mammalian species, including humans. In vitro, neural cultures derived from
rodents and human IPSC models develop neural networks over a period of days in culture
that include the extension of neurites that ultimately form axons and dendrites and structural
and functional synapses. This process occurs in every type of neuron to some extent, and
the signaling pathways involved are highly conserved across species.
b) Interventions (pathway knockdown, specific inhibitors (i.e. mechanistic controls, which may
be part of the training set) that show expected effects on the assay
This assay has been developed by using mechanistic control compounds known to
disrupt neurite outgrowth in cortical neurons (Harrill et al., 2011; 2015).
c) Formal mechanistic validation
There has been no formal validation of this assay. This test method was developed
following the criteria established in Crofton et al., 2011, where a set of assay positive controls
has been tested (Harrill et al., 2011), followed by a test set of compounds (Harrill et al.,
2018).
d) Is there a correspondence to human (in vivo?) changes?
To date, no specific studies have been conducted with chemicals to demonstrate a
correspondence to human in vivo changes.

9.4. Pre-validation or validation
No OECD 34 validation study has been done. The test method is part of a pre-validation
study that test the DNT hazard assessment for 83 Compounds in a DNT test battery. The
compound sets include potential DNT positive and DNT negative compounds.

9.5. Linkage to (e.g. OECD) guidelines/regulatory use
Test is not linked to regulatory guidelines.

10. Test method transferability
10.1. Operator training
For operators with a basic training in cell culture practices a four-week training period for
handling of the test system and training in the assay is recommended. The operators should
have basic understating in image analysis and data evaluation with respect to concentration
response fitting.

10.2. Transfer
The test method has been used by multiple operators over a period of 5 years. However,
inter-operator variability has not been formally determined. The test method has been used
by multiple operators over a period of 18 months.

11. Safety, ethics and specific requirements
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11.1. Specific hazards; issues of waste disposal
The Neurite Outgrowth assay itself has no specific hazards. However, chemicals being
tested in the NOG may pose both human health and environmental hazards. Therefore,
appropriate personal protective equipment should be worn by operators, and appropriate
waste disposal practices should be followed.

11.2. Safety data sheet (SDS)
SDS should be supplied by the manufacturer or supplier of the chemicals being tested and
should be kept on file as appropriate for legal guidelines for the location of the facility where
testing is occurring

11.3. Specific facilities/licenses
No specific facilities are required.
Use of live rodents will require the approval of the appropriate institutional animal care
committee. Note that many vendors supply frozen primary cortical cells which would avoid
this issue. However, the performance of these cells has not been verified in this assay.
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